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Abstract
The tensor track is a background-independent discretization of
quantum gravity which includes a sum over all topologies. We dis-
cuss how to define a functional renormalization group flow and the
Wetterich equation in the corresponding theory space. This space is
different from the Einsteinian theory space of asymptotic safety. It
includes all fixed-rank tensor-invariant interactions, hence generalizes
matrix models and the (Moyal) non-commutative field theory space.
1 Introduction
Quantum gravity on a flat fixed four-dimensional background is not pertur-
batively renormalizable [1]. One can address the issue in many ways. The
most conservative, asymptotic safety [2, 3, 4], searches for a non-trivial ultra-
violet fixed point in the “Einsteinian” theory space of coordinate-invariant
functions of the metric on a fixed background. Giving up Lorentz invariance
enlarges this theory space and allows to use more convergent propagators,
like in solid state physics, leading to perturbatively renormalizable theories
[5]. Other proposals such as loop quantum gravity [6], group field theory [7, 8]
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and dynamical triangulations [9] formulate the theory in a “background in-
dependent” way1. Remark that this requires to blur the ordinary notion of
locality. In this case the effective geometry of our universe could emerge
from more fundamental degrees of freedom, hence almost “from scratch”
[11]. Supergravity keeps a fixed background but enlarges the symmetries of
the theory to at least soften the ultraviolet divergencies. Superstring theory,
the most developed and dominant current approach, combines supersymme-
try with extended objects (strings) moving on a fixed background, but its
second quantization (M theory) should be background independent.
The tensor track [12, 13, 14] belongs to the background-invariant ap-
proaches and started as an improvement of group field theory [15] to allow
for renormalization [16]. It also generalizes renormalizable non-commutative
field theory on Moyal space [17], which includes the very interesting features
of asymptotic safety [18] and solvability in the planar sector [19]. It re-
mains rather conservative in the sense that it sticks to quantum field theory
and the renormalization group (RG), but simply proposes a different theory
space. Up to now its most interesting result is the discovery that in this
tensor theory space RG flows of perturbatively renormalizable models are
generically asymptotically free [20, 21]. Hence random tensor theories could
form genuinely consistent ultraviolet completions of gravity.
Asymptotic freedom seems a priori at odds with the asymptotic safety
paradigm. However, since the theory spaces are not the same, this contradic-
tion is only apparent. The two approaches may be not only compatible but
ultimately complementary. Any interesting infrared phase in the tensor track
will require a connection to the classical space-time we observe. This might
require to weld at some point the tensor theory space and its renormalization
group flow to the ones of asymptotic safety through a series of changes of
variables. Indeed we still hope that quantum gravity ought to be unique, or
at least “generic” in a certain sense. This idea may seem irrational at first
sight. But it has been already fruitful, at least in dimension two. It led for
instance to conjecture new relations in algebraic geometry [22] which quickly
became theorems thanks to a matrix-model representation of these relations
[23]. In two dimensions, equivalence between the discrete matrix-based and
the continuum Liouville-based formulations of quantum gravity is becoming
progressively clearer [24]. Hopefully it will extend to higher dimensions as
1Background independent schemes such as causal dynamical triangulations may also
break Lorentz invariance and use a preferred time [10].
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well, and ultimately connect the discretized and continuum formulations of
quantum gravity.
This paper is meant as a complement to the short review [14] which
describes further aspects of the tensor track.
2 FRG and the QEG theory space
Renormalization group can be roughly described as a flow in a certain infinite
dimensional functional space for actions, the theory space. Scale plays the
role of time for this flow. Numerical analysis of non-trivial fixed points usually
works within a finite dimensional truncation of that theory space. In practice
simple truncations usually detect quite easily non-trivial fixed points. For
instance in the case of the discrete renormalization group flow for iterated
maps of the interval, the theory space is made of (even) regular unimodal
functions with a quadratic tip. It has a non trivial fixed point governing
the universal Feigenbaum exponents [25] for period doubling. The existence
of the fixed point can be proved rigorously [26] and truncations to (even)
polynomials of rather small degree (≤ 12) provide excellent approximations
(' 10−6) of the Feigenbaum exponents at the fixed point [27].
In the usual field theory context the renormalization group, initially ex-
pressed by Wilson as a discrete step by step evolution, can also be formulated
in terms of differential equations for a continuous flow. Let us describe briefly
the functional renormalization group (FRG) based on Wetterich equation
[28, 29] following [27].
Consider the generating functional of the connected moments for a field
φ with UV cut-off
eWΛ[J ] =
1
NΛ
∫
dµΛ(φ) e
−S[φ]+J ·φ , (1)
where the action includes the quadratic Gaussian part Sfree, dµΛ(φ) is a
functional measure with a ultraviolet cut-off at scale Λ, and the normalization
is NΛ =
∫
dµΛ(φ)e
−Sfree[φ].
Introducing an infrared cutoff which suppresses low energy modes (E .
k) in the path integral, we associate to WΛ[J ] a one parameter family of
generating functionals
eWk,Λ[J ] =
1
Nk,Λ
∫
dµΛ(φ) e
−S[φ]+J ·φ−∆Sk[φ] , (2)
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where now Nk,Λ =
∫
dµΛ(φ)e
−Sfree[φ]−∆Sk[φ] and
∆Sk[φ] =
∫
dDp
2(2pi)D
φ(p)Rk(p)φ(−p) (3)
regulates low-momentum modes, the regulator Rk(p) = k2 r(p2/k2) being
determined by the shape function r(z). For instance the choice r(z) = z
ez−1
leads to a propagator with sharp infrared cutoff k in parametric space
Ck =
1
p2
[1− e−p2/k2 ] =
∫ k−2
0
dαe−αp
2
. (4)
Introducing the renormalization time t = log(k/Λ), so that k d
dk
= d
dt
, and
defining the Legendre transform Γ˜k of Wk(J) leads to Wetterich equation for
the translated transform Γk = Γ˜k −∆Sk
dΓk[ϕ]
dt
=
1
2
Tr
[
d
dt
Rk
Rk + Γ(2)[ϕ]
]
, (5)
where Γ(2) = δ
2Γ[ϕ]
δϕδϕ
and the trace stands for integration and summation on
internal indices. The above functional renormalization group equation is
formally a differential equation for the one-parameter family of functionals
Γk. Its solution Γk describes the flow of the effective action in the theory
space under changes of the cutoff scale. The similar Polchinski equation
would compute the same flow but for connected functions. Hence the right-
hand side of Polchinski’s equation is made of two terms, one of which is one
particle reducible. Wetterich equation gets rid of that term by passing to
one particle irreducible functions through the Legendre transform, hence it
looks formally simpler.
Numerical analysis of this equation projects Γk onto a finite dimensional
subspace Ep of the theory space. This corresponds to restrict the theory
to a finite set of p coupling constants. The renormalization group flow is
usually never stable under such restrictions, hence after each (discretized)
elementary evolution step of the flow, the evolved theory must be projected
again onto the same subspace. Such a scheme clearly does not reduce to a
perturbative computation.
The asymptotic safety program, also named “Quantum Einstein Gravity”
(QEG), uses as theory space the space of all regular functions of the metric
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gµν on a fixed R4 background with Euclidean or Lorentzian signature which
are invariant under diffeomorphisms. This theory space is of course much
more complicated than the single variable functions for iteration of maps on
the interval. A main difficulty is to carefully maintain the diffeomorphisms
symmetry which translate into Ward identities for the functional Γk [3]. The
results are quite striking. A resilient ultraviolet fixed point with a generic
characteristic shape has been found by all truncation schemes, starting with
the very simple Einstein-Hilbert truncation with cosmological constant, and
including progressively higher powers of the scalar curvature R [30] which
correspond to a local potential approximation [31], then more recently the
square of the Weyl curvature tensor [32].
These results are both fascinating and frustrating. Ultimately the fixed
point is the product of a numerical analysis and there is not yet any simple ex-
planation for its existence and properties. Also the formalism of QEG seems
to exclude any space-time topology change. But excluding tunneling to other
vacua typically leads to non unitarity in quantum field theory: probabilities
no longer add up to one. Finally an asymptotically safe trajectory does not
describe any particular phase transition. This is a bit disappointing, given
that nature seems to love them so much. To rephrase this in a different way,
nothing particularly special happens analytically at the Planck scale in the
asymptotic safety scenario, although convincing arguments point to quantum
gravity implying a qualitative change in the physics of space and time around
that scale [33]. It is therefore tempting to consider the fixed point of QEG
as an approximate origin for the flow of the quantum gravity action below
the Planck scale, rather than as the ultimate fundamental theory. It would
be nice to complete it with a more fundamental background independent
theory whose own flow could provide, once the more fundamental variables
are mapped to a metric field on an emerging macroscopic space-time, some
kind of effective initial condition close to the ultraviolet fixed point of QEG.
The tensor track is a proposal in this direction.
3 Tensor Invariant Interactions
The tensor theory space is independent of any particular geometry of space
and time. It generalizes the natural invariance U(N) of vector and matrix
models (in the complex case), hence relies on a more abstract symmetry than
diffeomorphisms.
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The canonical quadratic action of vectors, matrix and tensor models is
always the same, namely a scalar product. Hence the free part of these models
always consist of independent identically distributed Gaussian distributions
for each components. The main difference appears at the level of interactions
and observables, and it can be formulated as a symmetry breaking. This is
already true for random matrices: rectangular N1 by N2 Wishart matrices are
not just rectangular arrays of random numbers, their polynomial interactions
and observables, which are product of traces, have the reduced U(N1)⊗U(N2)
symmetry rather than a full U(N1 ×N2) vector symmetry.
The natural class of interactions and of observables for higher rank tensor
models simply corresponds to further symmetry breaking. Rank D tensors
are vectors in a N1 × · · · × ND-dimensional space, but have only a tenso-
rial U(N1)⊗ · · · ⊗U(ND) invariance, which represent independent change of
orthonormal basis in each of the spaces of the tensor product. The corre-
sponding invariant monomials in the tensor coefficients were identified long
ago by mathematicians. They are labeled by bipartite D-regular edge-colored
graphs. But surprisingly perhaps2 they were proposed only recently [34, 35]
as the most natural interactions and observables to generalize at higher rank
the theory of random matrices.
One can compute the number of connected bipartite D-regular edge-
colored graphs ZcD(n) on n vertices [36] and n anti-vertices, and for D ≥ 3 it
increases fast with n:
Zc1(n) = 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, ...
Zc2(n) = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ...
Zc3(n) = 1, 3, 7, 26, 97, 624, ...
Zc4(n) = 1, 7, 41, 604, 13753, ...
Tensor models with canonical trivial propagator and polynomial invari-
ant interactions have a perturbative expansion indexed by Feynman graphs
which, under expansion of the internal structure of their bipartite D-regular
edge-colored vertices, become bipartite (D + 1)-regular edge-colored graphs.
They typically admit an associated 1/N expansion [37] whose leading graphs,
called melons [38], are in one-to one correspondence with (D + 1)-ary trees.
This statement requires the interactions of these models to be themselves
melonic.
2Tensors have no eigenvalues; this may have hampered progress.
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The single [38] and double [39, 40] scaling limits of such models have
now been identified and correspond to continuous random trees, or branched
polymers [41]. This seems at first sight a step backwards. Indeed the 1/N
expansion of vector models is also dominated by trees, whereas the 1/N
expansion of matrix models is dominated by planar maps. Branched poly-
mers are certainly not a good approximation to our universe, and planar
maps seem closer. However tensor invariant interactions and the sub-leading
structure of the 1/N tensorial expansion are much richer than their vector
and matrix counterpart. This is not too surprising, given that tensor mod-
els of rank D can effectuate a statistical sum over all manifolds (and many
pseudo-manifolds) in dimension D [42].
To go beyond single and double scaling of the simplest models and to find
more interesting infrared limits and phase transitions probably will require to
combine analytic and numerical methods. Tensor field theory, which we now
describe, adds a Laplacian to the propagator of the tensor models to equip
them with a full-fledged notion of renormalization group, which generalizes in
a natural way the matrix renormalization group of the Grosse-Wulkenhaar
model [17]. Such tensor theories become then suited for a FRG analysis,
whose preliminary steps have been made in [43].
4 Tensor Field Theories
Any RG analysis relies on a key technical point, the introduction of scales. In
the case of random tensors the natural notion of scale is the size of the tensor
spaces; the most symmetric (isotropic or hypercubic) case has N1 = · · · =
ND = N . Although the RG flow is ultimately universal, different cutoffs
break different invariances of the theory and lead to very different technical
aspects of the computations. The standard formulation of the Wetterich
equation uses a momentum cutoff r on the inverse Laplacian propagator of
the theory. Keeping the invariant interactions of tensor models but adding
an inverse Laplacian to the propagator we obtain the enlarged formalism of
tensor field theories which is therefore suited to FRG.
Since each Lie group G has a canonical Laplace-Beltrami operator, such a
propagator is obtained by considering tensor theories whose fields T and T¯ are
defined on GD, as in group field theory [7, 8]. The group also equips tensors
with a canonical involution g → g−1 which is interesting in its own right. We
have now a preliminary classification of such theories [44, 45], which include
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in particular just renormalizable models in four dimensions [46]. Adding a
Boulatov-type projector to implement the simplicity constraints of the BF
theory leads to a related formalism, that of tensorial group field theory which
includes also super-renormalizable and just renormalizable models with U(1)
[47] or SU(2) groups [48]. It is now established that just renormalizable
tensor field theories are quite generically asymptotically free [20, 21, 49, 50].
In that class of models there should be no particular difficulty to im-
plement FRG truncations. They should include increasing combinations of
invariants, taking into account their order (number of vertices), their degree
(the fundamental integer that governs the tensorial 1/N expansion) and the
number of their connected parts. We propose to start by studying at least
rank 3 and rank 4 tensors with connected interactions up to 6 vertices. In-
deed interactions of order 6 tend to be naturally the renormalizable ones in
tensor models [46, 48]. Also remark that order 6 includes the first non pla-
nar bipartite graph, K3,3, which has no vector or matrix analogue. Since the
ultraviolet fixed point is Gaussian, the goal is therefore to explore infrared
limits, which would be a kind of tensorial analogues of confinement in QCD,
hence might become analytically difficult at some point. We have no doubts
that simulation of simple tensor models with melonic interactions should
show the branched polymer phase, but also the planar “brownian sphere”
phase [51] if properly rescaled subdominant couplings of the matrix type
are added. To go beyond these two phases is the real challenge, for which
the program of numerical study of tensors through the FRG is particularly
welcome.
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